Editorial EDITORIAL: EXPANDING THE FRAME OF REFERENCE Barber, Tom Winter 2017
Welcome to our Winter 2017 issue of the CWBR. This issue's feature content includes a diverse offering that ranges from the lives of women in antebellum of Natchez, Mississippi to military engineering. Though diverse, this issue's offerings challenge the reader to look beyond the conventional frames of historical reference by closely examining the lives of non-elite women, the culture behind military logistics, the global exchange of ideas, and the morality of nineteenth-century decisions makers.
Mark Smith's review of Thomas F. Army Jr.'s Engineering Victory: How Technology Won the Civil War praises the book for its examination of a "culture of improvisation" that saturated the North. The antebellum North's commitment to common school reforms and embrace of the lyceum movement, Army argues, made the Union army amiable to a system of "bottom-up technical innovations," which proved essential to the Union's victory.
In Joyce Broussard's Stepping Lively in Place: The Not-Married, Free Women of Civil-War-Era Natchez, Mississippi our issue turns from the cultural concerns to social considerations. As reviewer Jean Baker points out, society expected Natchez's unmarried, free women to be dutiful wives above all else. These expectations meant that unmarried women, black or white, needed to operate "with amazing dexterity" if they intended to remain unmarried property holders before and after the Civil War. Inspired by a panel (titled: The Perennial Problem of Poor Whites during the Civil War Era) at the 2016 Southern Historical Association's conference, and the lively discussion that followed, this issue begins a new, and hopefully ongoing series, about poor southern whites in the generations before and after the Civil War. Gary Edwards begins this series with an essay about the political identity of poor whites during Reconstruction.
